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While XML-based single source publishing is a powerful tool for streamlining the book publishing
industry, it may not be the right one for every sector of the industry. For an industry that is part
cultural and part industrial, the traditional workflow allows for creativity at every stage and this craft
focus still deserves a place in defining how the industry functions. With simple and familiar tools, it
can be possible to integrate elements of old and new principles to create a workflow that is
streamlined and advantageous without being too radical a shift in practice. This article describes the
factors that are important to creating publications in both digital and physical formats.

Introduction
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Choice of book formats
ePub vs Mobi

Books as mobile applications

Books on the web
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PDF

Working with XML
Approaches to digital publishing production
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Software solutions
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A sample method
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An aside on the role and practices of typesetting
While single source automated publication handles typesetting in its own way,
it does so in a way which is fundamentally different the “traditional method”.
The missing element is the human. Typesetting is a rigid, calculable and
automatable process, but with the consideration of the greater layout is also a
creative venture. While creativity certainly is possible and prevalent in
automated systems, it does require an engagement with the formal standards
of CSS, XSLT, and also perhaps an interim interpreter.viii This marks a very
different process to that of more “freehand” layout, where while many styles
and standards are used at the designers or client’s discretion. The layout is
visually flexible and adjustable. That is to say that layout is done by the eye,
and not pre- determined by numbers. As a result, while a very neat printcompliant PDF can be produced from automated systems, it takes advantage of
a different kind of mind to create that styling, and that can be detrimental to
the industry, as the visual design composes part of the artistic appeal of the
book.
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The challenge of semantic mark-up
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Resistance to change
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Planning for the future

The important question
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i

eXtensible Mark-up Language
Hyper Text Markup Language / eXtensible Hyper Text Markup Language
iii
Vook initially began by making “video books” in a new format which combined video and textual interfaces in a
double page spread. They have since redeveloped themselves and now create e-books in the standard formats
for the major stores on behalf of individual and corporate clients.
iv 15
define this type of a creation as a document, which “is self-contained in that it should be possible to
communicate it as a single unit (e.g. in an email).”
v
Referred to an anchoring in InDesign
vi
Largely thanks to the MS Office suite now running on XML-based formats.
vii
Pre-programed tasks that can customise the workspace and automate certain tasks.
viii
Arbortext’s ‘.style’ for instance
ix
That is to say in its stand-a-lone form. Visual typesetting systems can create template documents which are fed
by XML, however it is best suited simple list based structures and repeatable elements of known length, as
otherwise the process for synchronising the XML data source can become overly cumbersome, time consuming,
and taunting to human error. It is worth noting that this ‘Data Merge’ function (as it is called in InDesign) is
designed to work with comma- and tab-delimited documents, and when imported into the typesetting system
create XML structures. However, it is unsuitable for large volumes of text due to the labour requirements.
x
Such as updating !DOCTYPE tag and perhaps adding additional per chapter metadata.
ii
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